
Drama Games
& Starters

Pairs



Speak alternate words to make a
sentence. Try to make it as fluent as

possible. 
Extension- Meet another pair and have

a conversation with them. 

Shared SpeechCo-operation



A begins telling a story starting with
"Fortunately..."

B continues, starting with "Unfortunately..."
and they continue alternating

Fortunately/
UnfortunatelyCo-operation



In pairs, standing 1 metre apart, facing each other.
Label selves A & B

A says 1, B says 2, A says 3 
Then continue...

B says 1, A says 2, B says 3
It must flow with no hesitations or pauses

1, 2, 3Concentra
tion



Work in pairs and create a spontaneous
improvised mime in unison.

For example, 'the journey to school',
waking up/ putting on coat/ walk to bus

stop etc. 
 

Two as One MimeCo-operation



Without talking, students must
create all of the letters of the

alphabet in sequence. Either
standing or lying on the floor.  

A to ZCo-operation



B tracks A, two or three metres behind.
They must follow in A's footsteps and copy

their actions precisely. If A hears B, they can
turn around and try to catch B moving. 

Swap over then A has caught B moving three
times. 

TrackingConcentra
tion/

Contro
l



A must try and tap B behind the
knees three times, whilst preventing B
doing likewise. No grabbing arms or

wrestiling. You could also add further
controls like 'keep X foot still'. 

TapConcen
tra

tion
/

Contro
l



A begins a mime (e.g. paiting a wall,
mowing the lawn etc). As soon as B
knows what the mime is they join in.

When A is sure that B is correct, they
leave. B finishes the task and starts

another. A joins in and so on.

Join In & Take OverConcentra
tion



Two actors (A & B) run downstage
and both say together 'You're never

gonna believe what happened...' 
Each actor takes it in turns to

spontaneously tell a story of what just
happened. No pauses & fast paced.

Two Rush InCo-operation



Find as many different ways of
moving around the room as a
pair, with only two feet on the

ground at any one time. 

Feet on the GroundCo-operation


